TEMPERED GLASS WIND GUARD
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

When receiving your wind guard be sure to remove it from the packaging carefully to be sure you do not
scratch a panel. The wind guard panels are 3/16” tempered glass, therefore they are very hard to break or
shatter and can withstand very high temperatures.
Items Needed:
- Flat surface
- Soft cloth or towel
- Flat head screwdriver
- (4) Wind guard glass panels
- (4) Wind guard top corner brackets
- (4) Wind guard bottom corner brackets

1.

Remove all four panels from the packaging carefully and lay them out on a flat surface with a blanket or
some sort of cloth to prevent scratching.

2.

After removing the panels, remove all eight (8) corner clips from the boxes they arrived in and make sure
each of them has two (2) set screws per bracket. Start by separating the two different types of panel brackets.

3.

Loosen the set screws on each of the eight (8) corner brackets to allow for easy installation of the glass
panels.

4.

Once you’ve loosened each of the corner brackets, begin by connecting each of the top corners of one panel,
you will be assembling the wind guard upside down due to the bottom brackets having rubber feet. It does
not matter what panel you start with, as all panels will be the same size.

5.

Slide the top brackets onto the glass and stand the glass panel vertically on a flat surface with the added
brackets, top side down. This is to be sure you are tightening the brackets on in a way the glass guard will
sit evenly around the burner pan level.

6.

Tighten the set screws on the brackets to the glass panel until it is firmly in place. DO NOT tighten the set
screw too tight, as the glass will crack. The set screw needs to be hand tightened with a flat head
screwdriver.

7.

Once you have fastened the bottom brackets on one panel, continue adding panels and connecting the top
brackets while upside down on each until you have all panels connected.

8.

After all bottom brackets have been added, add the bottom brackets with the rubber feet to the top corners
of each panel making sure that each one is securely tightened.

9.

Upon assembling each of the eight (8) corner brackets onto the wind guard, flip the wind guard over, set the
completed assembly around your burner pan to be sure it sits level to the table and burner pan.

10. Now, ENJOY!

For further assistance please contact 1.888.769.3444 and one of our customer service
representatives will walk you through the process.
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